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ABSTRACT 

Experimental and computer aided investigation of cutting process of brittle 

materials. Master thesis by Pavel V. Kharitonov. Ural Federal University, 2016. 

 

Keywords: hard brittle materials, glass, scribing, computer modeling, finite 

element method, confocal microscopy, diamond cutting, ANSYS APDL. 

 

This master thesis work was aimed to enhance the computer aided modeling 

of cutting processes for hard brittle materials in optical and microelectronic 

industry. The parametric computer model of scribing the brittle wafer by diamond 

tool was developed using ANSYS APDL language and quasi-static conditions of 

treatment. Scribing of glass plates was realized by conic diamond tool on Roland 

CNC machine with different cutting parameters. Some experiments were made 

with coated glass plates. The surface quality of scribed plates was analyzed using 

AXIO ZEISS confocal microscope. The developed computer model enables 

predicting the defects zones in scribed brittle plate, searching the optimal cutting 

parameters and optimizing tool geometry. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Relevance. 

At the moment, the majority of enterprises engaged in the production of high 

precision parts made of brittle materials for optical, electronic, medical and 

aviation industries, use multiple grinding of machined surfaces and their 

subsequent lapping and finishing (polishing) as a basic technology. This 

technology is used for many years and provides the required quality of the 

machined surface but is not promising because of several disadvantages such as 

follows. 

1. The grinding disc is pressed to the workpiece with significant force, so there is 

a puncturing of the particles of the processed material and the formation of 

cracks on the surface. Further treatment only increases the crack propagation. 

2. Traditional processing scheme is not able to provide a surface roughness less 

than 20 nm and the shape accuracy of less than 200 nm that does not meet 

current requirements. 

3. The traditional scheme has a low productivity and is poorly adapted to the 

machining of aspheric shapes. 

Recent advances in machine tooling have made it possible for direct 

diamond turning of high-quality surfaces on brittle components without any post-

processing. Brittle material is not amenable to conventional machining operations 

because of its low fracture toughness. Significant interest for further development 

of the optical and microelectronic industry is in studying of cutting brittle 

materials. Understanding of the mechanism of material removal in the diamond 

cutting process of brittle materials is important condition to determine parameters 

of cutting process which allows obtaining high-quality surfaces with low value of 

defective layer for improved reliability of optic and microelectronic devices. 

Although a large number of different studies are conducted on this topic by 

domestic and foreign researchers, there are still a lot of uncertainties about the 
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actual mechanism responsible for material removal. In addition, most of the works 

are based only on experimental studies, which are time-consuming. 

The goal of the work. 

The main goal of this work is studying mechanisms of cutting process of 

brittle materials and development of computer model for possibility to research 

automatically the cutting processes, determine optimal cutting parameters, tool 

geometry, and investigate influence of different surface parameters to quality of 

processed material, such as the presence of coatings and others. 

In the course of the study the current status of the issue about main 

mechanisms of machining brittle materials by diamond cutter was described. The 

latest world researches of this topic were reviewed and analyzed.  

To confirm the correctness of the computer model, some real experiments on 

cutting brittle materials were carried out. Machining of brittle materials (i.e. 

isotropic glass plates, coated and not) by diamond cutter was implemented on 

cutting machine. Research of machined surfaces was carried out on confocal 

microscope. Appropriate modeling of the cutting process using finite element 

method (FEM) and ANSYS software was done. Then, the results of the simulation 

were compared with experimental data to verify the model. 

Finally, using the results of computer analysis and machining experiments a 

special device was designed. The device includes an advanced tool head for 

scribing semiconductor wafers. The developed tool head allows increasing surface 

quality of finished wafers and avoiding additional operations in wafers production 

process such as grinding. 
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1. CUTTING PROCESS OF BRITTLE MATERIALS 

 

1.1 Formation of surface in process of machining brittle materials 

 

It is known that during the chip formation of brittle materials in conditions 

of normal cutting under the action of the cutter, a system of cracks is formed 

extending in the direction of cutting. At this stage of chip formation, there is a 

continuous increase in the cutting force which leads to formation of uniformly 

moving cracks. It continues to be until the main parameter influencing the process 

of chip formation, becomes a tension of bending, causing the rapid decrease of 

cutting force as a result of separation of the element chip on the surface. The 

second step is the "cleaning" of the surface. This stage is characterized by the 

separation of small chip components according to the same scheme. Thus, the 

process of chip formation of brittle materials at normal cutting is determined by the 

phenomenon of brittle separation, due to the periodic development process ahead 

of the crack. In this case, the work of chip formation is proportional to the fracture 

surface, on which the area can be judged by the degree of grinding swarf. With the 

development of anticipatory cracks the micro-cracks are also formed, 

perpendicular to the treated surface. Depending on the processing modes of the 

fractured material the layer might have a thickness from 100 nm to several 

micrometers, which reduces the surface quality of optical and optoelectronic 

elements, as well as the durability of their work. 

The cutting process of brittle materials (silicon, glass, ceramics, etc.) has a 

number of specific features, compared with cutting of plastic materials, due to the 

properties of the materials. This leads to a cyclic process of chip formation, which 

is accompanied by formation of micro-chip (dust) and macro-chip (fracture) 

(Figure 1.1). When you move the tool from position I, in which macro-chips 1 has 

been formed, the normal (σ) and shear () stresses will act to the treated layer of the 

workpiece 2 (Figure 1.1 b). The magnitude of the stresses will increase up to 
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strength limit σв of the material, which will inevitably lead to contact damage under 

conditions of compression with the formation of fine dust-like shavings. This 

process will continue as long as the contact area on the front surface of the cutting 

tool will not increase until some critical value at which again happens the cleavage 

and formation of micro-chip (the position of the cutting tool II (Figure 1.1 a)). 

 

 

a)                                                        b) 

Figure 1.1 Scheme of the chip formation zone: a sequence of cycles of chip 

formation; (b) conditions for the formation of micro-chip; 1- macro-chip;  

2-material turns in micro-chip; I,  

II – position blade tool in the formation of macro-chip 

Let’s consider the process (Figure  1.1) is supposed so that force causing 

shear and normal stresses acts on the material from the side of the tool. The 

following equation of forces acting on the treated layer is obtained as 

 

12 bLbL    (1) 

 

where b is width of the area under the shear and normal stress; L1 is the length of 

the site which applies normal compressive stresses; L2 is the length of the site on 

which the shear stresses act. 
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where a is thickness of the slice; N is the value of fragile destructible layer with a 

radius of rounding of the cutting edge; f is conditional angle shift. 

If shear stresses exceed the ultimate strength of the shear shift, there will be a 

chip; if not, it will be a brittle failure with the formation of micro chip due to 

exceeding normal stresses for temporary tensile strength b. 

According to reasons described above, we obtain the conditions of the chips 

formation in cutting process of brittle materials as 
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During manufacturing the parts their quality is judged by accuracy of 

dimensions and quality of the surface layer.  Roughness of surface is only one 

standardized parameter among different quality parameters of the surface layer. 

Therefore, according to their size the quality of the surface layer is estimated in 

most cases. 

To predict the magnitude of high-altitude parameters of roughness it can be 

based on relation: 

 

4321z hhhhR   (6) 

 

where h1 is a component of roughness caused by the geometry of the working part 

of the tool (blade) and with the flow of the working movement relative to the 

treated surface; h2 is a component of surface roughness, caused by oscillatory 

movements of the tool relative to the machined surface; h3 is a component of the 

surface roughness caused by plastic deformation of the workpiece material in zone 
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of contact with the working tool; a component h4 of surface roughness is caused by 

the roughness of the working part of the tool. However, this formula can be applied 

for plastic materials in processing of which some deformation is possible under 

auxiliary cutting edge. 

The physics of surface roughness formation for machining brittle materials 

differs from similar processes for plastic materials. In the case of brittle materials, 

machining processes should be determined by the geometry and movement 

kinematics of working part of the tool relative to the machined surface (h1) and 

vibrations of the tool (h2). However, the component of h1 is partially reduced due 

to the cut of the tops of bumps through shifting the material of the auxiliary cutting 

edge on the value of h3 (Figure 1.2). The roughness of the cutting edge around the 

cutter top is further formed to increase the roughness on the value of h4=RZtool.  

As for processing with multi-point tool such as mill run out of the teeth h5= 

t will affect the emerging roughness. Possible porosity of the material h6 will also 

influences at the height of the roughness in the machining process. 

Thus, in general case for edge cutting processing of brittle materials the 

average height of the roughness profile is determined by the equation: 

 

654321z hhhhhhR  . (7) 

 

Formation of roughness profile for single edge processing tools is presented 

in Figure 1.2. In this case dependence (7) for cutting takes the following view: 

 

64321 hhhhhRz   (8) 

 

The equilibrium condition looks as follows: 

 

АВсl1bshift sinbс    (9) 

  

where c is a width of the site under compressive and shear stress; b is a length of 

the site on which the shear stress acts; lAB =ρΦ is the length of the site which has 
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compressive stress, ρ is radius of rounding of the cutting edge, Φ is shear angle; 1 

is the contact angle of the top blade with a machined surface for the auxiliary 

cutting edge (Figure 1.2). 
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Figure 1.2 Formation of roughness profile due to processing of  

brittle materials 

In order to cut the tops of the bumps, it should be running condition: 
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in this condition it is necessary to substitute the following values of χ1: 

 

if 
r2

S
arcsin  and 

r2

S
arcsin1   then 

r2

S
arcsin1  ; (11) 
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if 
r2

S
arcsin  and  

r2

S
arcsin1    then 11   (auxiliary angle of the tool); (12) 

if 
r2

S
arcsin  and 

r2

S
arcsin1       then 11  . (13) 

 

Figure 1.3 Scheme for calculating the height of the chip (h2) in the formation 

of the profile: a - radial part of the blade of the tool; b - radial part of the blade and 

the auxiliary cutting edge of the tool; c - radial part of the blade, the main and 

auxiliary cutting edges of the tool 

 

For values b and h3, which are the sides of a triangle scallop cleavage, the 

resulting equation of the relationship under the following processing conditions: 

 

when 
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S
arcsin  and 

r2

S
arcsin1   (Figure 1.3а) (14) 
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where χ is the contact angle of the top blade with a machined surface along the 

main cutting edge; 
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when 
r2

S
arcsin  and 

r2

S
arcsin1  (Figure 1.3 b) (16) 
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S
arcsin1  (Figure 1.3 c) (18) 
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1.2 Quasiplastic mode of cutting of brittle materials 

 

"Quasiplasticity" — the manifestation of the plastic properties of the surface 

layer of brittle optical materials under certain modes and conditions of processing. 

Many foreign and domestic researchers note that there are some intermediate states 

between the processes of plastic material deformation observed during the 

treatment of metals, for instance, when treated brittle material acts as the ductile 

material. These states stipulate the process of plastic deformation of chips and 

treated brittle material. Conditions for plastic deformation of brittle material upon 

cutting can be determined on the basis of some factors:  

 properties of treated material, 

 geometry of cutting tools, 

 speed of material deformation, 

 rate of applying the load.  

All the listed factors determine the boundary of brittle-ductile transition of 

material; however, the critical thickness of cut out layer refers to the most 

significant parameter, which is also connected with the concept of boundary. 

Within the framework of different investigations, the attempt of 

experimental definition of the critical thickness of cut out layer is made for many 

types of brittle materials (sitall, single-crystalline silicon, germanium, glass and 
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other). As a result of these activities, the experimental values of critical thickness 

of brittle optical materials have been obtained (Table 1.1). However, during the 

treatment of listed below materials not only this parameter should be taken into 

account but also the state of cutting tool, equipment rigidity and speed of cutting. 

 

Table 1.1 Approximate values of critical thickness, nm 

Quartz glass (SiO2) 11 

Germanium monocrystalline 50 

Monocrystalline silicon. 70 

Optical glass 3 

Sitall 60 

Scheme of the processing of brittle materials in quasiplastic mode with 

diamond tools is presented in Figure 1.4. 

 

Figure 1.4 Scheme for the calculation of the chip thickness 

while processing the surface by diamond cutter 
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The thickness of the shear layer is determined by the formula: 

 

 

where r - radius of vertex blade diamond single crystal cutting tool, µkm; S — 

linear feed cutting tool, µm/Rev]; t — depth of cut, µm. 

 

1.2.1 Requirements for the tool 

 

To ensure the cutting conditions in "quasiplastic" mode for brittle material 

the single crystal diamond tool should have a rounding radius of edges equal to 

several dozens of nanometers, and the corner radii of the blade r = 0.2...5 mm. 

When cutting materials in "quasiplastic" mode, the front corner of the 

instrument is set equal to zero or negative. The increase in pressure in the contact 

zone of cutting tool and workpiece allows to achieve plastic deformation of the 

cutting layer and to provide transition of the material from brittle state to 

"quasiplastic" one. The rounding radius of the cutting edge (in cross-section the 

main secant plane) should be commensurate with the thickness of the cutting layer 

and to be in the tens of nanometers. With the decrease in the radius of rounding of 

the cuttingthe edge of the chip fracture goes into the drain. The radius of the top 

blade of the tool directly affects the thickness of the cutting layer: with its increase 

in certain fixed modes of cut the thickness of the shear layer decreases (Figure 

1.4), the chip also changes appearance and becomes the drain. 

 

 

 

 

𝑎 = 𝑟 − √𝑟2 − 𝑆2 − 2𝑆√2𝑟𝑡 − 𝑡2 
(20) 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTER AIDED INVESTIGATION OF 

CUTTING PROCESS OF BRITTLE MATERIALS 

 

In the study of cutting process of brittle materials the following steps have 

been carried out: 

1. Cutting and formation of scratches on the glass substrate (coated and uncoated). 

- To confirm the correctness of the computer model it was necessary to receive 

experimental data of cutting process for comparison with modeling results. 

2. Processing of the obtained surfaces using the confocal microscope.   

- To estimate quality of the obtained surfaces and receive information about 

roughness parameters it was necessary to use special equipment. 

3. Simulation of cutting process using ANSYS software. 

4. Comparative analysis of the results obtained. 

 

2.1 Cutting the glass substrate (coated and uncoated) and scratches  

 

Scratches on the surface of glass plates were made using a universal milling 

machine, Roland MDX 40A. Description of the machine parameters are given in 

Table 2.1 and the appearance is shown in Figure 2.1. 

 

Table 2.1. Parameters of cutting machine Roland MDX 40A 

Max. workspace 305 mm (X) x 305 mm (Y) x 105 mm (Z) 

Size of the table 305 mm (X) x 305 mm (Y) 

Distance from spindle nose 

to table 

123 mm 

XYZ engines Stepper motors 

Feed rate Оси XY: 0.1-50 mm /s, Ось Z: 0.1-30 mm /s 

Softwareresolution NC-code: 0.001 mm /step RML-1: 0,01 mm /step 

Mechanicalresolution 0,002 mm /step 

Spindle motor Brushless DC motor 100 W 

Spindle rotation frequency 4 500 – 15 000 rpm 

Weight 66 kg 

Dimensions 669 x 760 x 554 mm 
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Figure 2.1 Appearance of cutting machine Roland MDX 40A 

 

The process of cutting was carried out as follows: glass plates were fixed on 

the machine table using clamping stops and the flat springs. Diamond scriber was 

clamped in the cutter head of the machine. We used the device of machine tool 

installed at zero position on the vertical machine axis Z. Depth of cut and speed of 

tool movement were entered into the computer control program.  

The process of cutting was carried out at various values of cutting 

parameters which are shown in Table 2.2. At an operating movement of cutting 

head the cutter made scratches on the plates. Then tool head moved relative table 

and started to cut with other cutting parameters. The idle stroke of the cutting head 

returned the tool to the starting position. In the course of the experiment we 

processed some plates made of the instrument glass. We also processed plates on 

which some coating was deposited.  

Schemes of cutting process on a glass plate are presented in Figure 2.2 a – 

without coating, b – with coating.  
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а)                                           b) 

Figure.2.2 Scheme of process of scribing the glass plate: а – without coating b – 

with coating. 1 – Diamond scriber, 2 – Glass plate, 3 – Substrate, 4 – Polymer 

coating, V – direction of scribing, t – depth of scribing 

 

To determine the dependence of surface quality on the depth of cut, the 

cutting process with variable depth was carried out. A diagram of the cutting 

process is presented in Figure 2.3.  

 

 

Figure 2.3 Scheme of cutting process with variable depth of cut 
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When considering the scratches, it is seen that with increasing depth of cut 

the quality of the surface is reduced, at the same time, increasing the number of 

cracks and chips. Processed glass plate with scratches is shown in the Figure 2.4. 

Scratches were produced by diamond cutter on CNC machine Roland MDC 

A2000. A drawing showing parameters of the cutter is shown in Figure 2.5. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Processed glass plate with scratches 

 

 

Figure 2.5 Diamond scriber. 1 – Diamond, 2 – Metal holder 
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Table 2.2 Parameters of cutting 

Glass without coating 

 Speed of cutting, mm/s Depth of cutting, µm 

1 0.1 0.05, 0.1, 1, 5, 10 

2 0.5 0.05, 0.1, 1, 5, 10 

3 1 0.05, 0.1, 1, 5, 10 

Glass with coating 

 Speed of cutting, mm/s Depth of cutting, µm (included thickness 

of coating) 

1 0.1 0.05, 0.1, 1, 5, 10 

2 0.5 0.05, 0.1, 1, 5, 10 

3 1 0.05, 0.1, 1, 5, 10 

Cutting process with variable depth of cut 

1 0.1 feed cutter of 1 µm at a length of stroke 

10mm 

 

 

2.2 Processing of the experimental data obtained with aid of confocal 

microscope 

 

2.2.1 Description of experimental methods and confocal microscope 

 

In materials engineering, it’s necessary to display the shape and morphology 

of studied surfaces. This is essential for surface evaluation of various components 

as well as for new materials research. Several imaging techniques are available for 

such purposes. One of the most appropriate of them is laser scanning confocal 

microscopy.  For processing the experiment data obtained we used a confocal 

microscope Axio CSM 700 produced by Carl Zeiss company. General view of the 
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microscope is shown in Figure 2.6 and in Figure 2.7 where the description is 

presented also. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6. Confocal microscope: Basic System 

 

Marked positions: 1 - Control box: houses the controller unit. 2 - Power 

switch: supplies power to the control box and microscope unit. 3 - Microscope 

unit:  used to observe samples placed on the stage. 4 - Display:  displays 

information obtained from the microscope unit. Also, used to observe images and 

display measurement data. 5 - Main personal computer unit:  controls software for 

the microscope. 6 - Console:  used to adjust the focus, control brightness, change 

extracted colors, and perform other operations. 7 - Keyboard:  used for input 

operations. 8 - Mouse: used to operate software. 9 - Lamp House. houses the 

illumination lamp. 
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Figure 2.7 Microscope Unit  

 

Marked positions: 1 - Scan head: scans the light source. 2 - Scan head 

vertical crank handle: rotating makes the scan head to move vertically. Used only 

when the scan head locking screw is loosened. Adjust according to the height of 

the sample. 3 - Scan head lock screw: locks the vertical movement of the scan 

head. 4- XY stage: stage on which samples for observation are placed. This stage 

moves vertically during focus adjustments and Z-axis scans. The stand on the stage 

can be rotated. 5 - Y-axis knob:  moves the XY stage in the Y (front-back) 

direction. 6 - X-axis knob: moves the XY stage in the X (left-right) direction. 

Some of the features of this microscope: 

 as used illuminator xenon lamp (range 400-700 nm); 

 natural color images in confocal precision, scanning speed of 7.5 frames/sec; 

 pixel resolution of 1280x1024; 

 high-speed scanning of wide fields of view: 117 frames/sec; 

 lateral resolution 320 nm; 

 high accuracy of measurement in Z axis: about 30 nm; 

 lenses X10, X20, X50, X100. 
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Confocal microscopy is one of the methods of light microscopy. Unlike 

conventional light microscope, confocal microscope filters the out of focus beams 

that reduce the contrast of the image (Figure 2.9 a).  

 

 

 

Figure 2.9. Spatial filtering light rays  

 

The optical microscope scheme includes a special diaphragm, located in an 

intermediate plane image, which transmits only those light rays that come from a 

very small area of the object (Figure 2.9 b). The diaphragm acts as a spatial filter. 

The smaller the aperture is chosen, the less the dimensions of the area could be 

observed. However, in this case, we get the image of only one elementary volume, 

which not necessarily cover the entire object, but it has enough coverage of this 

particular volume (Figure 2.9 c).  

Full image of the object is formed in the confocal microscope in series of 

viewing these elementary volumes using various scanning systems. The 

accumulation of information occurs either through property of inertia of the rapid 

scanning, or through the use of photodetectors and electronic storage devices. 

Thus, confocal microscopy provides increased image contrast by filtering out of 

focused light. Modern confocal microscopes usually have several photodetector 

channels through which we can get the image in several spectral ranges. Thus, 

modern confocal microscope has the following main components: microscope by 
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its own, a scanning unit, a lighting unit (lasers) and special computer software for 

processing the images. Scheme of modern confocal microscope is presented on 

Figure 2.10 

 

 

Figure 2.10. Scheme of modern confocal microscope 

 

The main advantages of confocal microscopy in comparison to conventional 

light microscopy are: 

1. High contrast image. 

2. Improved resolution (lateral in 1.4 times, depending on the size of the confocal 

aperture). 

3. Getting the "optical sections», 3D reconstruction. 
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4. Multispectral studies with a high degree of separation signals from different 

fluorochromes. 

5. Possible applications of digital image processing. 

The disadvantages of confocal microscopy are: 

1. The complexity of the device configuration. 

2. Lack of "optical" image. The image exists in digital form and is displayed on a 

screen. 

3. The high cost of equipment and its operation. 

For processing of the obtained images we used special Axio CSM 700 

Software produced by Carl Zeiss company. 

 

2.2.2 The results of experimental research 

 

A  confocal  microscope  is  one  in  which  the  illumination  is  confined  to  

a  small volume in the specimen, the detection is confined to the same volume and 

the image is built up by scanning this volume over the specimen, either by moving 

the beam of light over the specimen or by displacing the specimen relative to a 

stationary beam. T Laser scanning confocal microscope proved to be an excellent 

tool for surface analysis. The ability to gather 3D information allows thorough 

analysis of the samples surface. Software allows performing measurements in all 

three space dimensions.   

The most significant results of cutting glass plates (both with coatings and 

without covering) are shown below (fig.2.11 and others). In the figures scratches 

are shown and calculated parameters of surface quality are presented. The images 

are obtained using confocal microscope, the magnification is 10 times. For the 

studies the reference length of the surface equal to 1000µm was chosen.  Analysis 

of failure mode displayed in Fig.2.11 shows chipped and delaminated zones on the 

edges of the scratch. 
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 Figure 2.11. Scratching the surface of the coated glass  

 

The obtained parameters of surface quality are shown in Figure 2.12. 

 

 

Figure 2.12 Parameters of the surface and loading parameters 
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 Figure 2.13Scratching the surface of the uncoated glass  

 

The obtained parameters of surface quality are shown in Figure 2.14. 

 

 

Figure 2.14 Parameters of the surface and loading parameters 
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Figure 2.15 Scratching the surface of the uncoated glass 

 

The obtained parameters of surface quality are shown in Figure 2.16. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.16 Parameters of the surface and loading parameters 
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Figure 2.17 Scratching the surface of the uncoated glass 

 

The obtained parameters of surface quality are shown in Figure 2.18. 

 

 

Figure 2.18 Parameters of the surface and loading parameters 

 

With the help of a confocal microscope it is possible to explore the profile of 

the observed surface, the elevations and depressions. Profile of the treated surface 

of the coated glass is presented in Figure 2.19 
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Figure 2.19 Profile of the treated surface of the coated glass, µm 

 

This scanning confocal microscope allows obtaining the following 

parameters of surface quality: 

 

1. Arithmetic average roughness Ra - average of the absolute value of Z(x) 

in the standard length of the roughness curve (Figure 2.20). 

 

𝑅𝑎 =
1

𝑙
∫ |𝑍(𝑥)|𝑑𝑥

𝑙

0

 
(

(21) 

 

where 𝑙 is the base length according to the profile. 

 

Figure 0.20 Graphical representation Ra 
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2. Maximum crest height Rp is maximum value of Zp, the crest height of 

the roughness curve in the standard length (Figure 2.21). 

 

Figure 0.21The maximum height of the profile ledge 

3. Maximum trough depth Rv is maximum value of Zv, the trough depth of 

the roughness curve in the standard length (Figure 2.22). 

 

Figure 0.22 The maximum valley depth of the profile 

4. Maximum height roughness Rz is sum of the maximum value of Zp, the 

crest height of the roughness curve in the standard length, and the 

maximum value of Zv, the trough depth (Figure 2.23). 

 

Figure 0.23 The maximum height of the profile 
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5. Average height of roughness curve element Rc is Average value of Zt, 

the height of the roughness curve element in the standard length (Figure 

2.24) 

𝑅𝑐 =
1

𝑚
∑ 𝑍𝑡𝑖

𝑚

𝑖=1

 
(

(22) 

 

where m is number of elements in the profile. 

 

Figure 0.24 The height of the profile elements 

6. Maximum section height of roughness curve element Rt is sum of the 

maximum value of Zp, the crest height of the roughness curve in the 

evaluation length, and the maximum value of Zv, the trough depth. 

7. Mean square root roughness Rq is mean square root of Z(x) in the 

standard length (Figure 2.25). 

𝑅𝑞 = √
1

𝑙
∫ 𝑍2(𝑥)𝑑𝑥

𝑙

0

 
(

(23) 

 

where 𝑙 is the base length according to the profile. 

 

Figure 0.25 Parameters Ra, Rq 
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8. Roughness curve skewness Rsk is average cubed value of Z(x) in the 

standard length, made dimensionless by cubing the mean square root, Rq 

(Figure 2.26). 

 

𝑅𝑠𝑘 =
1

𝑅𝑞3
[
1

𝑙
∫ 𝑍3(𝑥)𝑑𝑥

𝑙

0

] 
(

(24) 

 

where 𝑙 is the base length according to the profile. 

 

Figure 0.26 Rsk – the asymmetry of the profile 

 

9. Roughness curve kurtosis Rku is average value of Z(x) raised to the 

fourth power in the standard length, made dimensionless by raising the 

mean square root, Rq, to the fourth power(Figure 2.27). 

 

𝑅𝑘𝑢 =
1

𝑅𝑞4
[
1

𝑙
∫ 𝑍4(𝑥)𝑑𝑥

𝑙

0

] 
(

(25) 

 

where 𝑙 is the base length according to the profile. 
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Figure 0.27 Roughness curve kurtosis Rku 

 

10.  Average length of roughness curve element Rsm is average of Xs, the 

length of a roughness curve element in the standard length (Figure 2.28). 

 

𝑅𝑠𝑚 =
1

𝑚
∑ 𝑋𝑠𝑖

𝑚

𝑖=1

 
(

(26) 

 

where m is number of elements in the profile. 

 

Figure 0.28 The width of the profile elements 
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11.  Load length ratio Rmr is ratio of contour curve element Ml(c) at cutting 

level c to the evaluation length (Figure 2.29). 

 

𝑅𝑚𝑟 =
𝑀𝑙(𝑐)

𝑙𝑛
 

(

(27) 

 

where Ml(c) is The reference length of the profile element. 

 

Figure 0.29 The width of the profile elements at the level "C" 

 

12.  Load curve BAK is curve of the load length ratio of the roughness curve 

expressed as a function of cutting level c (Figure 2.29). 

 

Figure 0.29 The bearing ratio curve of the profile 
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13.  Amplitude distribution curve ADF is сurve of the probability density 

function of height Z(x) obtained over the evaluation length (Figure 2.30). 

 

Figure 0.30 Curve amplitude height profile 

 

14.  Cutting level difference Rdc is difference in the height-direction cutting 

levels corresponding to the two load length ratios provided (Figure 2.31). 

 

𝑅𝑑𝑐 = 𝐶(𝑅𝑚𝑟1) − 𝐶(𝑅𝑚𝑟2); 𝑅𝑚𝑟1 < 𝑅𝑚𝑟2 (28) 

 

 

Figure 0.31 High-rise division of the section of the profile 
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2.3 The simulation of cutting process by finite element method using ANSYS 

software  

 

2.3.1 Computer simulation in ANSYS software package 

 

In the numerical solution of engineering problems the finite element method 

(FEM) is often used. This is due to the universality of the approach underlying the 

FEM, which consists in representing the geometry of any deformable body as a set 

of elementary areas of the simplest form named finite elements. The method is 

useful for problems with complicated geometries, loadings, and material 

properties, especially, in those cases where analytical solutions can’t be obtained. 

Finite element method allows solving the discrete differential equation describing 

various physical phenomena such as mechanics, electromagnetism, heat transfer, 

mass transfer, fluid flow and others. 

Currently, it is becoming popular to apply methods of computer analysis and 

simulation using modern software tools based on the finite element method. These 

systems can very often replace the expensive full-scale experiments by more 

accurate and cheaper numerical ones.  

ANSYS is a multipurpose finite element package for analysis in a wide 

range of engineering disciplines (strength, thermal physics, fluid dynamics, 

electromagnetism). It allows implementing effective means to describe the system 

response to the impact of different factors, moreover, customer can use the same 

model for the solution of related tasks, for example, calculation of strength under 

thermal loading. The procedure of analysis using finite element method consists of: 

 creating the design scheme, 

 creating the model and setting its characteristics, 

 application of various loads and boundary conditions, 

 obtaining solutions and interpreting results. 
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The correctness and accuracy of obtained solutions largely depends on the 

correctness and adequacy of the design scheme. 

The parametric design language of ANSYS software (APDL) was used to 

create solving code because it allows a customer to automate the process of 

simulation and optimization. The design language APDL involves complicated 

data input, which allows managing the changes and the basic objects of analysis 

such as movement, material properties, loads, ties position-restrictions and 

dimensions of finite element mesh. The use of language APDL extends the 

program beyond the traditional finite element analysis and provides more advanced 

procedures relating to the verification of the sensitivity of the solution to changes 

in input data, parametric modelling based on basic geometric primitives, changes 

to the project and its optimization. 

Creation of computer model for cutting brittle materials was carried out 

using ANSYS Mechanical APDL software. The program code is presented below: 

 

1. In the first module we create a list of parameters for the computational 

model, name them and assign initial values: 

/BATCH   

/COM,ANSYS RELEASE 14.0    14:14:48    04/29/2016 

/input,menust,tmp,'',,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,1    

/GRA,POWER 

/GST,ON 

/PLO,INFO,3 

/GRO,CURL,ON 

/CPLANE,1 

/REPLOT,RESIZE 

WPSTYLE,,,,,,,,0 

/REPLOT,RESIZE 

!* Modeling of force action of the cutting tool 

!* for brittle materials with coating 

!* Version 3 
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!* 1. Settings 

!* In the first module creates a list of parameters for computational models 

!* The named parameters are assigned an initial value 

*AFUN,DEG     !* Representation of angles in degrees 

!* The linear dimensions of the geometric model 

*SET,hglue,0.00007    !* The thickness of the substrate, m 

*SET,hsi,0.00038  !* The thickness of plate, m 

*SET,hfilm,2e-6   !* The thickness of the coating, m 

*SET,rsi,0.0004   !* The estimated size of the plate area, m 

!* Physico-mechanical properties of materials 

*SET,E1plat,70e9    !* The Young’s modulus of the treated plate, GPa 

*SET,Pu1plat,0.22  !* The Poisson's ratio of the plate 

*SET,E2down,70e9    !* The Young's modulus of the substrate, GPa 

*SET,Pu2down,0.22  !* The Poisson's ratio of the substrate 

*SET,E4cover,70e9     !* The Young's modulus of coating, GPA 

*SET,Pu4cover,0.22   !* The Poisson's ratio of the coating 

!* The parameters of cutting mode  

*SET,fz,0.1   !* The normal force on a cutter, N 

*SET,hscratch,4e-6   !* Cutting depth, m 

*SET,vcut,10e-6   !* Cutting speed, m/sec 

!* The geometrical parameters of the tool 

*SET,alf,136  !* Interior angle in degrees 

*SET,htool,30e-6  !* The geometry of the tool, m 

*SET,rtip,1e-6    !* Tool wear, m 

!* The IDs of the geometry of the tool: the cone is assigned an ID of 1 

*SET,tooltype,1 

!* A triangular pyramid is assigned an ID of 2 

!* Tetrahedral pyramid is assigned the ID 3 

!* Calculated parameters 

*SET,rtool,htool*tan(alf/2)   !* The geometry of the tool, m 

*SET,hdelta,rtip/tan(alf/2)   !* The geometry of the tool, m 

*SET,hreal,htool-hdelta-hscratch   !* The geometry of the tool, m 

*SET,rscratch,hscratch*tan(alf/2)   !* The lateral surface risks, m 
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2. Preprocessing. In the second module we create a geometric model of the 

workpiece and the cutting tool, specify the parameters of the finite element 

mesh and create the mesh. 

 

!* 2.The preprocessing 

!* The second module creates a finite element mesh 

/PREP7   !* The entrance to the preprocessor 

!* Choice 20-node finite element with quadratic shape function 

ET,1,SOLID186 

!* To define three-dimensional contact elements of the tool 

ET,2,TARGE170 

!* To define 8-node three-dimensional contact elements for the plateET,3,CONTA174 

!* Enter physical-mechanical properties of materials 

MP,EX,1,E1plat   !* plate 

MP,PRXY,1,Pu1plat 

MP,EX,2,E2down  !* substrate 

MP,PRXY,2,Pu2down 

MP,EX,3,800e9   !* tool 

MP,PRXY,3,0.1 

MP,EX,4,E4cover    !* coating 

MP,PRXY,4,Pu4cover 

!* Development of a geometric model 

BLOCK,-rsi,rsi,-rsi,rsi,-hglue,0,    

BLOCK,-rsi,rsi,-rsi,0,0,hsi, 

BLOCK,-rsi,rsi,0,rsi,0,hsi,  

BLOCK,-rtool,rtool,-rtool,rtool,hsi-60e-6,hsi,   

BLOCK,-rsi,rsi,-rsi,rsi,hsi-hfilm,hsi,   

VOVLAP,ALL 

!* Clarification of the insert geometry and coatings in the cutting zone 

*IF,tooltype,EQ,1,THEN 

CONE,rtip,rtool,hsi-hscratch,hsi+hreal,0,90  

CONE,rtip,rtool,hsi-hscratch,hsi+hreal,270,360   

VSEL,s,LOC,z,hsi-60e-6,hsi+hreal 

VSEL,r,LOC,y,0,rtool 
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VSBV,ALL,1 

VSEL,ALL 

VSEL,s,LOC,z,hsi-60e-6,hsi+hreal 

VSEL,r,LOC,y,-rtool,0    

VSBV,ALL,2 

VSEL,ALL 

ASEL,s,LOC,Z,hsi-hscratch,hsi 

ASEL,r,LOC,Y,-rscratch,rscratch 

ASEL,R,LOC,X,-1e-7,1e-7  

VEXT,all, , ,-rsi,0,0,,,,    

ALLSEL,ALL 

VSEL,S,LOC,Y,-rscratch,rscratch 

VSEL,R,LOC,Z,hsi-hscratch,hsi 

cm,cut,volu 

ALLSEL,ALL 

VSEL,u,LOC,Y,-rscratch,rscratch 

cm,plat,volu 

ALLSEL,ALL 

vsbv,plat,cut 

!* The construction of the tool, sharpened by the cone 

CONE,rtip,rtool,hsi-hscratch,hsi+hreal,  

*ENDIF   

VPLOT    

!* Identification of materials in geometric models 

VSEL,s,LOC,z,0,hsi-hfilm 

VATT,1, ,1, 0    

VSEL,ALL 

VSEL,s,LOC,z,-hglue,0    

VATT,2, ,1, 0    

VSEL,ALL 

VSEL,s,LOC,z, hsi,hsi+hreal 

VATT,3, ,1, 0    

VSEL,ALL 

VSEL,s,LOC,z,hsi-hfilm,hsi 
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VATT,4, ,1, 0    

VSEL,ALL 

!* Generation of finite element models 

SMRTSIZE,6 

MSHAPE,1,3D 

MSHKEY,0 

VMESH,ALL 

!* Correction of the singular zone 

ASEL,s,LOC,z,hsi-60e-6,hsi   

ASEL,r,LOC,y,-rtool,rtool 

ASEL,r,LOC,x,-rtool,rtool 

ASEL,u,LOC,y,-rtool,-rtool 

ASEL,u,LOC,y,rtool,rtool 

ASEL,u,LOC,x,-rtool,-rtool 

ASEL,u,LOC,x,rtool,rtool 

ASEL,u,LOC,z,hsi-60e-6,hsi-60e-6 

AREFINE,ALL,,,1,0,1,1    

!* ASEL,r,LOC,y,0,0 

!* AREFINE,ALL,,,1,0,1,1 

ASEL,ALL 

VPLOT    

!* Introduction of contact elements in finite element model 

!*CM,_NODECM,NODE    

!* CM,_ELEMCM,ELEM   

!*CM,_KPCM,KP    

!*CM,_LINECM,LINE    

!*CM,_AREACM,AREA    

!*CM,_VOLUCM,VOLU    

!* /GSAV,cwz,gsav,,temp  

MP,MU,1, !* The coefficient of friction in the contact zone 

MAT,1    !* The material number corresponding to the contact elements 

R,3,  !* The ID of the real constants 

!* REAL,3  !* The number of real constants 

KEYOPT,3,9,0 !* Options of contact elements  
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KEYOPT,3,10,2 

!* R,3,  

!* RMORE,    

!*RMORE,,0 

!*RMORE,0 

!* Generation of contact elements on the surface of the tool 

VSEL,S,MAT,,3    

ASLV,R 

ASEL,U,LOC,Z,hsi+hreal,hsi+hreal 

CM,_TARGET,AREA !* The Union of selected surfaces to a component 

TYPE,2 

NSLA,S,1 

ESLN,S,0 

!* ESLL,U 

!* ESEL,U,ENAME,,188,189 

!* NSLE,A,CT2 

ESURF    

!* CMSEL,S,_ELEMCM   

ALLSEL,ALL 

!* Generation of contact elements on the treated surface 

VSEL,U,MAT,,2    

VSEL,U,MAT,,3    

VSEL,U,MAT,,2    

VSEL,U,MAT,,3    

VSEL,R,LOC,Y,-rtool,rtool 

ASLV,R 

ASEL,U,LOC,Z,hsi-60e-6,hsi-60e-6 

ASEL,U,LOC,Y,-rtool,-rtool 

ASEL,U,LOC,X,-rtool,-rtool 

ASEL,U,LOC,X,rtool,rtool 

ASEL,U,LOC,Y,rtool,rtool 

ASEL,U,LOC,Y,-1e-8,1e-8  

ASEL,U,LOC,Z,hsi-hfilm-1e-8,hsi-hfilm+1e-8   

CM,_CONTACT,AREA 
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TYPE,3 

NSLA,S,1 

ESLN,S,0 

!* NSLE,A,CT2 ! CZMESH patch (fsk qt-40109 8/2008)   

ESURF    

!* ALLSEL    

!* ESEL,ALL 

!* ESEL,S,TYPE,,2    

!* ESEL,A,TYPE,,3    

!* ESEL,R,REAL,,3    

!* /PSYMB,ESYS,1 

!* /PNUM,TYPE,1 

!* /NUM,1 

!* EPLOT 

!* ESEL,ALL 

!* ESEL,S,TYPE,,2    

!* ESEL,A,TYPE,,3    

!* ESEL,R,REAL,,3    

!* CMSEL,A,_NODECM   

!* CMDEL,_NODECM 

!* CMSEL,A,_ELEMCM   

!* CMDEL,_ELEMCM 

!* CMSEL,S,_KPCM 

!* CMDEL,_KPCM   

!* CMSEL,S,_LINECM   

!* CMDEL,_LINECM 

!* CMSEL,S,_AREACM   

!* CMDEL,_AREACM 

!* CMSEL,S,_VOLUCM   

!* CMDEL,_VOLUCM 

!* /GRES,cwz,gsav 

CMDEL,_TARGET    

CMDEL,_CONTACT   

!* /COM, CONTACT PAIR CREATION - END 
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!* /MREP,EPLOT 

ALLSEL,ALL 

VPLOT    

FINISH   

MP – defining linear material properties. 

BLOCK – create a solid feature based on the plane. 

VOVLAP – the combination of solid elements. 

CONE – the creation of a conic. 

VSEL – selection of the subset of volumes. 

VSBV – subtraction of volumes. 

ASEL – select a subset of fields. 

VEXT – creating an additional volume by squeezing. 

ALLSEL – select all objects. 

VPLOT – display selected objects. 

VATT – connects a property of the element with the selected volume. 

VMESH – creation of nodes and elements within volumes. 

AREFINE – refining the mesh around specified areas. 

MAT – specifies the material property of the element. 

3. Processing. In the third module we solve the task using the mesh created 

previously. 

!* 3. Calculation 

/SOL 

!* The limitation of degrees of freedom  

ASEL,s,LOC,z,-hglue,-hglue 

/GO  

DA,ALL,ALL,0 

ASEL,ALL 

VPLOT    

!* The orientation of the tool 

LSEL,s,LOC,y,0,0 

LSEL,r,LOC,z,hsi,hsi+hreal 

LSEL,u,LOC,z,hsi,hsi 

/GO  

DL,ALL, ,UY,0    
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!* Speed of cutting 

DL,ALL, ,UX,vcut 

LSEL,ALL 

VPLOT    

!* Normal force load on the tool  

ASEL,s,LOC,z,hsi+hreal,hsi+hreal 

SFA,ALL,1,PRES,fz/(3.14*rtool*rtool) 

ASEL,ALL 

VPLOT    

!* The movement of the tool and options of nonlinear solution 

NSUBST,5,0,0 

OUTRES,ERASE 

OUTRES,ALL,1 

RESCONTRL,DEFINE,ALL,1,1 

TIME,1 

OUTPR,BASIC,ALL, 

solve 

FINISH   

SOL – entrance of the processor solutions. 

DA – definition of symmetry and asymmetry degrees of freedom of fields. 

SFA – defines a surface load on selected areas. 

LSEL selects a subset of lines. 

DL - definition of symmetry and asymmetry degrees of freedom of the line 

4. Postprocessing. In the fourth module we present the results of solution 

in graphs and tables.. 

/POST1   

!* Readingcalculateddata 

SET,LAST 

!* The organization of the graphics window 

/PLOPTS,INFO,ON   

!* The output image – the spatial distribution of the first principal stress 

VSEL,s,LOC,z,0,hsi 

VSEL,r,LOC,y,0,2*rtool 

VPLOT 
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ESLV,R 

EPLOT 

/CVAL,1,-1000e6,-100e6,0,10e6,20e6,50e6,100e6,500e6  

PLNSOL, S,1, 0,1.0   

/REPLOT  

!* The output image – the spatial distribution of intensity of stresses 

/CVAL,1,-100e6,0,10e6,20e6,50e6,100e6,500e6,1900e6  

PLNSOL, S,INT, 0,1.0 

/REPLOT  

!* The output image – the spatial distribution of normal stresses 

/CVAL,1,-100e6,-50e6,-20e6,-1e6,1e6,5e6,50e6,500e6 

PLNSOL, S,Z, 0,1.0   

/REPLOT,RESIZE   

PLNSOL, S,Y, 0,1.0 

/REPLOT,RESIZE   

PLNSOL, S,X, 0,1.0 

/REPLOT,RESIZE   

!* Create a schedule – change in stress intensity along the normal 

ALLSEL,ALL 

PATH,zzz,2,30,1000,  

PPATH,1,,0,0,hsi,0, 

PPATH,2, ,0,0,hsi-50e-6,0,   

AVPRIN,0, ,  

PDEF, ,S,Z,AVG 

!*  The graph in the graphics window 

/PBC,PATH, ,0    

PLPATH,SZ  

!*  Saving the dependencies in a text file 

PRPATH,SZ  

!* Create a schedule – change in stress intensity on the surface 

!* The surface of the interface plate and cover 

!* The direction normal to the line of cut 

PATH,yyy,2,30,1000,  

PPATH,1,,0,0,hsi-hfilm,0,   
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PPATH,2,,0,50e-6,hsi-hfilm,0,   

ALLSEL,ALL   

AVPRIN,0, ,  

PDEF, ,S,y,AVG 

!*  The graph in the graphics window 

/PBC,PATH, ,0    

PLPATH,SY 

!*  Saving the dependencies in a text file 

PRPATH,Sy 

!* Direction – the line of cut 

PATH,xxx,2,30,1000,  

PPATH,1,,0,0,hsi-hfilm,0,   

PPATH,2,,0,50e-6,hsi-hfilm,0,   

ALLSEL,ALL   

AVPRIN,0, ,  

PDEF, ,S,x,AVG 

!*  The graph in the graphics window 

/PBC,PATH, ,0    

PLPATH,Sx 

!*  Saving the dependencies in a text file 

PRPATH,Sx 

FINISH 

 

 

2.3.2 Results of computer modeling  

 

Considering the wide applications of spherical capped conical tip model, this 

model is selected for the analysis of the scratching process. As a supplementary 

means for theoretical analysis, the numerical simulation usually acts as the role of 

guiding the experiments, and shows the possible phenomenon in the actual 

experiment. Glass is commonly seen as a homogeneous isotropic material with 

idealised linear elastic behaviour until a breakage. The program developed in this 

work allows to calculate parameters and to simulate the cutting process for brittle 
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materials. Visual picture of stress distribution in the material is obtained also 

(Figure 2.32). The cracking model traditionally developed for modeling concrete is 

adopted in FEM analysis for glass as its Mode I dominant brittle behaviour is 

similar to that of ceramic and concrete. The discontinuous cracking failure can be 

analysed in this manner. The crack initiation is detected by a simple Rankine 

criterion when the maximum principal tensile stress exceeds the pre-defined tensile 

strength, and the subsequent crack propagation direction is normal to the direction 

of the maximum principal stress.  

During the simulation cutting parameters (cutting depth, cutting speed) were 

set on the same values as it was used in experiments on the cutting machine (See 

Table 2.2).  

 

 Figure 0.32 The geometric model of cutting process 
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The simulation produced the following results. 

1. Distribution of the principal stresses (Figure 2.33) 

 

Figure 0.33 Distribution of the principal stresses 

 

2. The distribution of stress intensity (Figure 2.34) 

 

Figure 0.34 The distribution of stress intensity 
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3. The stress distribution in the z axis direction (Figure 2.35) 

 

 Figure 0.35 The stress distribution in the z axis direction 

 

 

Figure 0.36 Graph of dependence of stresses in the z axis direction from the stroke 

of the cutter 
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4. The stress distribution in the y axis direction (Figure 2.37) 

 

 

Figure 0.37 The stress distribution in the y axis direction 

 

Figure 0.38 Graph of dependence of stresses in the y axis direction from the stroke 

of the cutter 
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5. The stress distribution in the x axis direction (Figure 2.39) 

 

 Figure 0.39 The stress distribution in the x axis direction 

 

Figure 0.40 Graph of dependence of stresses in the x axis direction from the stroke 

of the cutter 
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3. DESIGNING AND DEVELOPMENT OF TOOL HEAD FOR CUTTING 

BRITTLE WAFERS 

A permanent increase of requirements to quality of electronic products 

causes the need to improve methods of separation of brittle non-metallic materials, 

in particular, scribing wafers with a diamond tool. 

The process of scratching brittle non-metallic material with a diamond cutter 

is the most technologically advanced and widely used, but produces lower quality 

of the surface than in cases of other methods known. Crushed surface may cause 

failure of the product due to temperature fluctuations and mechanical loads.  

Scribing with a diamond cutter is a process of making scratches on the 

semiconductor wafer surface with a depth of 10-20 µm, which is then divided 

along the scratches. Due to the fact that semiconductors represent a brittle material, 

microcracks appears in field of cutting, dramatically reducing strength of the 

wafer. According to the technology of semiconductor production, the next 

operation after scratching is formation of chamfer on the faces of the future 

crystals. This operation is traditionally carried out using diamond grinding circle 

with preassigned shape of the surface.The main disadvantage of this treatment is 

low quality of the surface because defective layer is formed along the scratch to a 

distance of 300 µm. This effect can lead to instability of the devices with respect to 

thermal and mechanical loads. Moreover, it requires an additional operation which 

reduces total productivity. 

An alternative solution of the problem was proposed to replace the grinding 

operation. The formation of the chamfer occurs by additional passes of the cutter 

along the scratches. As for the process of removing material, the cutter must be 

tilted relative to the vertical axis by the specified angle, as it is required to maintain 

the trajectory of its vertices. It’s better for accelerating the cutting process and 

increasing productivity, if this technological process is carried out automatically. 

In addition, it is possible to achieve a higher surface quality and reduce the defect 

layer along the surface of the scratches. 
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3.1 Description of prototype 

 

In industrial conditions, scribing semiconductor wafers is produced using 

semi-automatic equipment. In this work, we used a tool head of «Almaz-M» 

(Figure 3.1) machine for scribing semiconductor wafers with diamond tool as 

prototype and developed new tooling.  

 

Figure 3.1 Toll head of «Almaz-M» machine  

 

The head contains a diamond cutter 7, firmly attached at a fixed angle in the 

swinging carriages 12 which are connected by levers 4 with the four-bar 

mechanism 2. The electromagnet 1, the core of which is also connected to the four-

bar link mechanism, when energized, acts on the lever, raising/lowering the 

carriage with the cutter. Tool head performs a reciprocating motion relative to the 

semiconductor wafer, causing the scratches on its surface. Scratches are formed on 

the plate as a result of processing. The tool head of the prototype allows rotating 
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the tool about vertical axis only in so way that the tip of the tool changes its 

position after turning. It is not possible to carry out continuous surface treatment, 

without any manual readjustment of the machine [8]. 

 

3.2 Description of design and principle of technological operation with the 

modified tool head 

 

In his work, we upgraded the prototype tooling.  The improved tool head is 

illustrated by drawing in Figure 3.2.  

 

Figure 3.2 Tool head developed 

 

The tool head consists of housing 1 in which it is fixed, stepping motor 2 is 

connected with the toothed wheel 3. Toothed wheel is connected to the rake 4. The 

rake via a hinge mechanism 5 is connected to the carriage 6 which is located in the 

circular guides 7 of the housing. In the carriage the diamond cutter is fixed. The 

housing of the tool head is closed by lids 8 and 9. 
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The housing where the carriage with diamond tool is located has now, after 

upgrading, circular guideways whose contact surface is formed by circles with 

centers at the point of the tool tip. When the carriage is moving along the guide, 

the diamond cutter rotates around its vertex setting different angle of the cutting 

edge to the surface of the treated plate. 

 

The operation of the device is as follows. 

The developed tool head allows processing chamfer on semiconductor 

crystals with edge tool in automatic mode. The use of this technology enhances the 

quality of obtained surfaces and the reliability of semiconductor devices. 

The operation is illustrated by drawing in Figure 3.3. 

 

Figure 3.3 Tilting the cutter around vertical axis 
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Before operating, the diamond cutter is mounted in the groove and fixed 

there at predetermined angle. The tool head moves relative to the semiconductor 

wafer and forms the scratches. The machine then returns the head to its start 

position. The control system sends a signal to the stepping motor 2. Stepping 

motor rotates the gear wheel 3 and drives a rack 4. The rake via a hinge mechanism 

5 moves the carriage 6 with the cutter in guides 7 of housing. Thus, the diamond 

cutter is rotated about its vertex, forming another angle with the surface of the 

treated plate. Then the machine moves the tool head relative to the plate and the 

cutter, moving along the same path but with another angle, forms a chamfer on the 

surface of the future crystals. 
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CONCLUSION 

The results of experimental and computer aided investigations carried out in 

this work are presented in this master thesis. Here we obtained a set of new data 

which are important for solving topical problems of computer simulation and 

improving quality with respect to the processes of cutting brittle materials. 

The main results of this thesis work are as follows: 

1. Experimental work was done to scratch glass plates, both coated and 

uncoated, with use of CNC machine under conditions with different 

cutting parameters. 

2. The surface quality of the machined plates was estimated with use of 

confocal microscope. 

3. Computer model of cutting process was created and applied to simulate 

the process with use of FE method and ANSYS software. The results of 

experimental work and computer simulation were compared and found to 

be satisfactorily coincident.  

4. The computer model created and verified is suitable for simulation of 

cutting any brittle materials including processes of scribing 

semiconductor wafers. 

The obtained results are the basis for further improving the computer model 

of machining brittle materials. 

 


